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Friction of distance definition aphg

This article requires additional quotes for authentication. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Source material can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Friction from distance – news · newspapers · books · Scholar · JSTOR (May 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message) The concept of friction from distance is based on the idea that distance usually requires some effort, energy, time and/or other resources to overcome. Due to this friction, spatial interactions, especially transportation and the specific case of human migration, will tend to occur more often over shorter distances;
amount and intensity of interaction shall expire with distance. Regardless of physical friction, the different costs are metaphorically accepted to match forces that impede movements. Friction, whether physical or metaphorical, can contain a continuous, smooth function or can contain jumps; it can be constant, linear, or
non-linear or a combination of jumps and proportional effects, such as with Intermodal load transport and transport intermodal passenger. [1] References ^ Friction of Remote Functions. people.hofstra.edu. URL visited from Draft 1: First Law of Geography a spatial perspective in the real world regarding the First Law of
Geography is how everything relates to everything, but the closer certain things are to another, the more interaction they have. Ebola, for example, was not a highly booking topic before 2014, not even when the most recent outbreak began in Africa. It was only when rumours of the virus that reached the environment of
the US in the media began to emerge that the interaction and interest of the disease had increased. Therefore, the closer the disease took place to people in the US, such as cases in Texas, more interaction. Draft 2: Friction of Distance Friction from distance is the measure of how much absolute distance affects the
interaction between two locations, so it is a more specific concept of interaction and distance that stemmed from the first law of geography. An example of friction from distance is the interaction my friend and I had when we attended the same middle school in 8th, compared to different high schools in 9th, including
online interaction. In this graph, the interest in Ebola only made noises when rumours of the virus came closer to the US, but when those rumours disappeared in the media, there was less interaction. Concept 3: Distance expiration distance expires is the decline or decay in interaction between two phenomena, places,
or people as the distance between them increases, such as what happened to my friend and I. In the first map, the place is the same my friend and I went to, where we interact more online, and at school. In In Second card, the place is further, so we do not communicate at school or outside, and we do not connect online
at all, because now the distance does not allow us to see each other. Concept 4: Time Space Compression Time space compression is reducing time it takes to spread something to a distant place, due to improved communication and transport systems. In other words, it is the compression of the feeling of distance and
space with the use of improved technology and communication, so there will be more interaction to reduce distance. My example is my grandparents and I use time space compression with the distribution of technology such as phones and tablets, which allow facial timing and international calling, to squeeze together the
huge distance between India and the US. Therefore, we can reduce the distance in space, and increase interaction, which reduces the distance decay that naturally happens.  There is a huge distance between where I live and where my grandparents live, so by using technology such as calling and face timing, we can



still maintain interaction, even with time space compression. Draft 5: Globilzation Globalization is which spacetime compression uses to increase interaction even when distance increases as well. With the globalization and distribution of various technologies previously only limited to some countries, time space
compression helps to communicate with places like India and with my grandparents from the US. As the example for facial time compression, globalization of technology and communication products such as mobile phones allow for more interaction. Interaction.
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